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Hi! I’m Lasse Chor



I’ve seen more than 
1500 pitches in the 

last 8 years…



…some were good



…some were bad



…some really 
SUCKED!!!

(big time)



…what annoyed me the most



The worst ones was because of 
own goals and simple mistakes…



And that could 
easily have 

been avoided!



THE AGENDA
NOW (UNTIL 12.30)

WHEN IS YOUR COMPANY INVESTABLE?  
RAISING MONEY FROM INVESTORS  

UNDERSTANDING THE FUNDING JOURNEY  

AFTER LUNCH (FROM 13.00-15.30)
PITCHING INVESTORS  

(RE)BUILD YOUR PITCH DECK 

TOMORROW 
PITCH SESSION



Who are you? 
Status/next steps/capital need







Rule: 100 - 10 - 1



What makes a 
company investable?  



6 typical* things investors are looking for

Scalability 
Team 

Market opportunity 
Risks 

Strategic fit 
Exit*



The startup has to be is scalable  
This means the company can grow (quickly) in 
revenue, while expenses are kept down.  



An excellent 
management team 
Investable companies are led by solid 
management teams with experience, 
knowledge and complementary 
skills, along with the ability to build a 
great culture as the company grows.  



A large market and 
strong go-to-market 
strategy 
How large?! Well… 

Don’t underestimate the go-to-market 
strategy 

Traction can serve as a proof 



Risks 
What are the biggest risks? 

What can be done to mitigate the risks… 

(We’ll get back to this one…)



The opportunity fits the 
investors preferences 
and strategy 
Stage, focus, fund lifecycle, value add, 
interests 

*You can’t do anything about this one - so 
don’t try. Do your homework 



Exit opportunity 
The company is attractive to potential 
acquirers 

The potential exit provides the return you 
need (10x) 

Be careful, how much you talk about exit in 
the early stages 



6 typical* things investors are looking for
Scalability 

Team 
Market opportunity 

Risks 
Strategic fit 

Exit* 

+ EVERYTHING ELSE!!! :)



The funding journey
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Roughly, two types of funds

Typical VCs

Angels, public funds,
 corporate funds



Angel Investors



Some examples…



What is a Business Angel
- Successful entrepreneurs and/or wealthy individuals 
- “Entrepreneurial Capital” 
- (Maybe) smart money 
- Typical ticket size EUR 15k-1mln. 
- Patient money 
- Operates on their own and/or in syndicates 
- People investing their own (earned/saved) funds



It’s real…



Business angel pros/cons
pros cons



VCs



VC Pros/Cons
Cons
Large portfolios -> little to no help 
Terms 

Pros
Follow on Money 
Network 
Experience



Raising money
Do’s and don’ts



Before -> During -> After…



BEFORE…



Start planlægningen tidligt…



Know your key metrics from the start 
CAC/MRR/LTV/Churn/Net burn

https://a16z.com/2015/08/21/16-metrics/



What is your most important 
metrics?

2 minutes…



Get the investor involved even though 
he/she won’t invest (yet)

Send updates/work with the investor as an advisor



What question is easier to answer? 

Do you want to invest? 
vs. 

Do you want to follow us?

(Fieldsense)



*Get rid of passive shareholders in the early days 
*Stay in control…

Make your company investable…



DURING…



Investors perspective 

RISK REWARD 



Reward 
Bold	and	compelling	vision	

Learning	something	new	 Team	I	will	like	to	work	with	

Poten9al	reward	



RISKS… 
Your market  
Competition is too hard

People not willing to pay for your product service

Hard to get noticed

The concept will be copied

Product/market fit mismatch


Your business model  
No one will buy the product at the suggested price

There is no interest in the market

Price /go-to-market strategy/offering is wrong


You and your team  
The founders will abandon the project within the next 6 months and move on

The founders are not able to lead and manage and organisation

The team does not have the right skill level (sales, technical, management)

It is not technically feasible to build the product by the team


Your progress/traction  
There is no feasible plan to move ahead

The company will run out of money before taking off


AND AND AND AND AND AND



What are your 
biggest risks?  

5 min.



Now, what is your PLAN to mitigate the risks?
The absolute key question for an investor…

…let’s hear some risks







Valuation!  
A huge challenge for both startups and investors  

62%: The valuations of the startups are too high 
 
41%: I don’t have time at the moment 
40%: I haven't found any interesting investment opportunities 
32%: The risk is too high 
28%: I have to exit existing investments first 
25%: Lack of knowledge to invest 
25%: Required capital needed is too high 
16%: I have bad experiences from investing in this type of companies 
16%: I don’t have enough capital the coming years 
12%: I don’t know anyone who I can syndicate with 

2014 investor survey showed a potential of 750 M DKK in Region Midtjylland  
“Which barriers prevent you from investing more capital in startups?” 



Valuation – power law 

The	money	back	minimum	10x	
Valua4on	8	millions	->	Expect	to	create	a	company	worth	at	least	80	millions	



Understand 
and negotiate 
the terms
(Preferences, 
syndication, 
commitment…)



Make clear 
rules for the 
process

Make urgency 
Set deadlines for closing 
Insure commitment 
Stay in control



Typical time to decide (1-6 months)

Investors…



Make progress in the process…



Syndication! Great but time consuming…



AFTER…

- Involve the investor - but you are the captain
- Keep the investor in the loop with ongoing 

status updates
- If syndicate: Have one person from the 

syndicate as primary contact person
- Use the investor in following funding processes
- Start prepping for next round! 



Other insights



Make an investor 
due diligence…

Entrepreneur is the 
new rockstar -> 
investor is the  
new entrepreneur



Understand your investor 
(fund size and risk profile)



Understand 
your 

funding 
journey



Have some skin in the game 

Investors doesn’t “wantrapreneur”!!!



Avoid getting a 
“maybe”!





Be realistic



Finding the perfect match…

Remember it’s about people and chemistry more 
than anything else…



Investors are NOT there to love you - they are always 
trying to find the one reason NOT to invest



When is the best time to look for 
an investor?

When you don’t need the money! 



Close the round as soon as possible and get 
back to running/managing your company.



Who is the best investor in the world?

Your clients!



The current 
investor market… 
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